Portable toilets are a necessity for New York's construction industry and since 1976 CALLAHEAD has provided unparalleled service. Since every job site has different needs, only CALLAHEAD has the largest selection of equipment, and decades of experience to accommodate every portable toilet requirement. CALLAHEAD's CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH is a full-size portable toilet which includes a flushing toilet with closed cavity tank, urinal, and a handwashing sink with all the extras. It is a favorite for workers on the job site because you get two products in one rental, eliminating the need for a separate portable toilet and sink system. The CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH's exterior is gray and white and constructed of double ply polyethylene, so it looks great and is extremely durable. Plus, with CALLAHEAD's signature signage on all four exterior walls represents the very best in portable toilets on the job site.

Once you enter the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH you will immediately see this as an is an upgraded portable toilet with all the extra amenities included. It has a self-closing spring-loaded door with an internal lock to trigger the exterior occupancy sign for privacy. The interior of the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH portable toilet is extremely spacious with plenty of room to move around. CALLAHEAD's Headmist automatic air freshener is wall mounted to deliver a clean, fresh scent for everyone who enters the porta potty. There is a full-size comfortable toilet seat with a foot operated flushing system for hands-free operation. The enclosed holding tank will keep the waste out of sight for every user. CALLAHEAD's Headliner toilet seat covers are installed above the toilet seat to provide every user a clean, dry and sanitary toilet seat. A covered double roll toilet paper holder is easily accessible. There is also a separate non-splash urinal.

Handwashing capabilities are also essential to protect workers handling solvents and other hazardous materials. The Center for Construction Research and Training (CPWR) states, "Lack of cleaning facilities on construction job sites increases the likelihood of dermatitis, caustic burns from extended contact with wet cement, or acid burns from..."
muriatic acid or other hazardous agents that come in contact with the skin, and infection.” Handwashing capabilities at every job site is a necessity, and studies have proven that handwashing will decrease time off from work, as well as workman’s compensation claims due to serious skin irritations and infections. CALLAHEAD’s CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH delivers a toilet, urinal, and hand-washing sink in just one rental. The porta potty’s hand-washing sink has a foot operated pump for hands-free operation. Above the sink is wall mounted soap and hand towel dispensers to eliminate the spread of germs at the construction site. The sink’s fresh water holding tank is completely separate from the sinks gray water tank and also separate from the toilet’s holding tanks. All tanks of the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH are hard sided to eliminate any gray water contamination for your sanitary protection and peace of mind.

The white translucent roof of the portable toilet supplies plenty of bright natural light inside. For evening jobs, a battery operated light delivers any extra light you may need. The smooth polyethylene interior surfaces wipe easily clean and won’t absorb any orders. The CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH is also equipped with floor and ceiling vents to supply excellent ventilation inside the porta potty.

With all of CALLAHEAD’s long term rentals, we include our hospital grade weekly cleaning service. Our professional uniformed technician will clean and sanitize the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH with only hospital grade cleaners and disinfectants. Plus, they will restock the portable toilet with any needed supplies and sign our CALLAHEAD sign-in sheet at every cleaning service for added peace of mind. We also offer additional cleaning services tailored to your job sites needs. CALLAHEAD services all of New York City’s five boroughs of Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, Staten Island and the Bronx and all of Westchester, Nassau and Suffolk Counties all the way to Montauk Point.

For high-rise building construction, bridge, tunnel or other hard to reach locations CALLAHEAD also offers the option of adding our lifting hoist to any porta potty. Our lifting hoist attaches to a crane for easy transport of the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH up, down or across to any location. CALLAHEAD has the largest variety of portable toilets, portable sink systems, high-rise toilets, security guard booths, porcelain toilet systems, holding tanks, portable showers, restroom trailers and more than any other company in our industry. Our extensive selection allows our clients the ability to customize equipment for their jobs specific needs. CALLAHEAD’s CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH is the perfect way to give your employees comfort and sanitation at the job-site. Only CALLAHEAD has the experience and commitment to deliver the world’s best restroom experience for the job-site.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES TO RENT:

For added convenience, we are proud to offer the below list of optional accessory items with your CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH porta-john rental. All of CALLAHEAD’s rental accessories for portable toilets were selected to give builders and contractors the comfort and hygienic protection. CALLAHEAD’s portable restroom accessory items are unparalleled in the portable toilet industry and include:

Antiseptic Dispenser is wall mounted inside the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH porta-san filled with our waterless hand sanitizer. Our waterless hand sanitizer kills 99.9% of germs and bacteria and meets OSHA and Health Department requirements. Perfect for your sanitary protection before and after using the porta potty, the antiseptic dispenser supplies approximately 900 – 1300 uses and is 100% maintained and refilled when needed by CALLAHEAD with its rental • Over Head Cable Hoist is installed onto the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH portable toilet to transport it effortlessly to any location. Recommended for building, bridge, barge, below ground, or other remote construction sites to provide a standard porta potty for workers. Placing a portable toilet near construction sites, is convenient for employees, while also profitable for the employer by eliminating spending working hours traveling to and from the restroom. • GoJo Hand Cleaning Dispenser is wall mounted inside the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH porta-john and filled with the #1 heavy duty GoJo hand cleaner. GoJo hand cleaner is popular among auto mechanics for its ability to break down grease and grime easily. GoJo Hand Cleaner has become widely popular with construction workers and contractors to remove acids, cement and other solvents from hands. 100% maintained and refilled when needed by CALLAHEAD with its rental • Containment Tray is highly recommended to accompany every portable toilet rental to assist in meeting local, state, and federal run-off regulations. Any fluids that may leak from the porta potty will conveniently drain towards the rear of the tray to a pump out location for our uniformed service technician to remove when servicing the portable toilet.

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The following is the detailed design specifications for the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH port a john with sink in one rental. If you have any additional questions regarding this porta-potty’s design specifications, please contact us at 1-800-634-2065 to speak with a CALLAHEAD portable toilet specialist:

Portable Toilets Construction/Material - Twin sheet Polyethylene • Translucent White Roof • Exterior height - 86” • Exterior width - 45.5” • Overall depth - 48” • Door opening - 78” x 26” • Floor space - 21” deep x 41” • Seat height - 18.5” • Extra-large holding tank volume - 70 gallons • Color - gray and white • Average number of uses - 125 • Portable Toilet for Construction Job Site, recommended use: 9 to 11 people on an average 40 hour work week
DESIGN FEATURES AND ACCESSORIES

The following is a detailed list of the design features and accessories that come standard inside the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH porta-john rental. This is an upgraded portable toilet with a hand-washing sink and the convenience being a fully mobile temporary portable toilet rental:

- Twin-sheet polyethylene thermo-formed construction
- Cool, clean, crisp, fresh exterior colors of gray and white
- Dual covered paper holder filled with CALLAHEAD toilet paper
- Separate non-splash urinal
- Elongated comfortable toilet with hands-free foot operated pump flush
- Hand-washing sink with foot operated pump flush
- Hand soap dispenser filled with antibacterial soap to kill 99.9% of germs and bacteria
- Hand towel dispenser filled and re-stocked at service
- Headliner toilet seat dispenser filled and re-stocked at every service
- Headmist automatic air freshener maintained by CALLAHEAD
- Solar powered and/or battery operated mounted light fixture
- Interior mirror
- Occupancy sign visible to others waiting to use the porta potty
- Two powerful springs which hold the door shut
- Interior lock on port a potty's door to ensure privacy
- Portable toilet has excellent ventilation to eliminate odors and creates the chimney effect
- Double-walled white translucent roof
- Coat/Hat Hook
- CALLAHEAD's designer signage signifies the highest quality and cleanest portable toilets available anywhere

THE CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH IS IDEALLY SUITED FOR THE FOLLOWING:

Below is a list of locations and job sites where the CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH standard port a potty most commonly rented and recommended. However, this basic portable toilet is an ideal rental for just about any long-term rental location where temporary porta-john restroom facilities are needed.

Construction Job Sites • Contractor Job Sites • Landscaping Job Sites • Bathroom and Restroom Remodeling • Road Construction • Highway Construction • Building and High-Rise Construction • Heavy-duty Construction Site • Commercial Construction • Engineering Construction • Sewer Construction • Barge Construction • Shopping Centers • Airports • Marine Construction • Tunnel Construction • Plumbing Repair Locations • Movie, Film and Commercial Set Locations • New Home Construction and House Renovations • Truck Yards • Car Lots • Manufacturing Plants • Bridge Construction • Parking Lots and Garages • Lumber Yards • Municipalities • Remote Locations • Emergency and Disaster Locations • Any Long-term Jobsite Location in need of Outdoor Portable Restroom Facilities

THE CONSTRUCTION WASH AND FLUSH ~ by CALLAHEAD ~ 1.800.634.2085